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2022  ELEIKO EMAIL INTERNATIONAL CLUB TOURNAMENT 

              WHAT A GREAT EVENT 
 
  670  PARTICIPANTS (MEN 355- WOMEN 315) 

                                            
Well, what a great event once again the Eleiko Email International Club Tournament turned out to be this year.   
The male lifters taking part came from 70 different clubs whilst the female lifters taking part came from 60 different 
clubs.  And indeed some of the results were of world class standard.     
 
This annual tournament has given many hundreds of lifters,  the unique opportunity to compete against each other 
at no cost to the clubs or the individuals.          
 
Congratulations to the first three Clubs placing in the team points for men and the first three Clubs placing in the 
team points for women.  Each club will receive an Eleiko training set. 

 
The first three clubs ranking in the men team event  are:  
1st  UPLIFT  WEIGHTLIFTING CLUB from  AUSTRALIA    
2nd   SI  WEIGHTLIFTING CLUB from SOLOMON ISLANDS     
3rd   PAPATOETOE WEIGHTLIFTING CLUB from  NEW ZEALAND           
                       
The first three clubs ranking in the women team event are:  
1st   PAPATOETOE WEIGHTLIFTING CLUB from  NEW ZEALAND    
2nd  ROCKS WEIGHTLIFTING CLUB from  NAURU    
3rd   DIEGO SALAZAR  WEIGHTLIFTING  CLUB  from  COLOMBIA.   
      
On behalf of the OWF, I would like to thank the Eleiko company and in particular  Mr. Andreas Andrèn from Eleiko  
for his involvement and support towards this event.  Also to the Eleiko Company for their contribution  towards the 
development of weightlifting at club level worldwide.  We also would  like to extend our gratitude to the IWF for their 
support in promoting the event.   
 
The Oceania Weightlifting Federation wishes to thank all of the clubs who took part  in this year’s tournament and 
also their coaches and officials who made it once again a successful event.  Congratulations to the individual 
winners.   Medals for first, second and third placing in each category will be sent to their respective national 
federations at a later stage.  
 
Thank you again to all participating clubs.   
 
 
 

 
Paul Coffa  MBE 
GENERAL SECRETARY   
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